EFFECTIVE GRANT APPLICATIONS WORKSHOP:
TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
June 7th, 2022 | 8 am - Noon
*In person and via Webinar
University of Nebraska Omaha

PAUL CASELLA, MFA
Paul Casella is a writer, teacher and editor. A graduate of Dartmouth College and the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Paul has worked with health professionals to improve the clarity and effectiveness of their manuscripts for publication and grant applications since 1995. He was a writer and the primary editor of the funded Great Plains IDeA-CTR grant application.

THIS COURSE:

- Reviews the principles of good grant writing to produce clear, direct, and compelling proposals.
- Focuses on understanding the psychology of reviewers and the review process, how to engage readers and facilitate understanding, and how to manage the proposal writing process.
- Includes exercises related to specific elements of a scientific proposal, particularly the Specific Aims page.

The final hour will be dedicated to editing and feedback of participants’ writing samples. Samples should be sent to paul-caseLLa@uiowa.edu by May 31st.

In addition, on June 9th and 10th, Mr. Casella will be conducting 45 minute private consultations for writing or presentation skills coaching at UNO (9th) and UNMC (10th). If interested, contact Heather Braddock to sign up.

There is no cost to attend either opportunity.
*Registration is required.
Continental breakfast will be available at the workshop.
To register, click here.

QUESTIONS?
Contact Heather Braddock (heather.braddock@unmc.edu) 402.559.9870